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Abstract. Current tools for multidisciplinary teams in user-centered software
engineering (UCSE) provide little support for the different approaches of the various
disciplines in the project team. Although multidisciplinary teams are getting more
and more involved in UCSE projects, an efficient approach to communicate clearly
and to pass results of a user needs analysis to other team members without loss of
information is still missing. Based on previous experiences, we propose storyboards
as a key component in such tools. Storyboards contain sketched information of
users, activities, devices and the context of a future application. The comprehensible
and intuitive notation and accompanying tool support presented in this paper will
enhance communication and efficiency within the multidisciplinary team during
UCSE projects.
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Introduction

When combining HCI techniques and software engineering principles in user-centered
software engineering (UCSE), the biggest challenge is the communication within a
multidisciplinary team including the end users. MuiCSer, a framework for
Multidisciplinary user-centered Software Engineering processes, focuses on the benefits
of both disciplines, and was introduced to investigate the features and shortcomings of
current UCSE models and tools [1]. One missing link in most user centered processes is a
tool to progress from informal design artefacts (e.g. scenario) toward more structured
design artefacts (e.g. task model). Most tools and techniques require specific knowledge
about specialized notations or models, thus exclude most team members to be involved.
Furthermore, functional information may be missing in informal design artefacts while
structured design artefacts may not always contain all non-functional information. We
propose the usage of storyboards as a comprehensible artefact related to features of
graphical user interface design tools to overcome these shortcomings.

In summary, the main contributions in this paper are:
• a novel user-centered design approach that uses storyboards as a common
language in a multidisciplinary team;
• tool support for creating and editing storyboards in order to bridge the gap
between the early stages of the UCSE process and the user interface design.
This tool supports the connection between storyboards and artefacts created
later in the process.
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Related work

User-centered processes recommend combining non-functional as well as functional
requirements by involving a multidisciplinary team [2]. The early design stages of usercentered design (UCD) include a user needs analysis and generally result in several
artefacts such as usability requirements [3], scenarios [4] and personas [5] describing the
user needs. These artefacts are written in a narrative style and are usually created by
interaction designers. Similar artefacts are used in software engineering and agile
development [6] (e.g. essential use cases, scenarios, story cards, user stories).
Although several disciplines provide notations to describe user needs, the notations are
not always comprehensible for all members of a multidisciplinary team. Lindgaard et al.
[7] address the difficulties in presenting user needs for requirements engineering.
Earlier studies describe the needs of interaction designers in a multidisciplinary team.
Brown et al. [8] conducted an ethnographic study to investigate the collaboration between
user interaction designers and developers. The study describes the benefits of stories and
sketches in the early stages of user-centered approaches and emphasizes the power of
combining both. Assembling stories and sketches is a powerful technique to reveal errors,
and to consider temporal and contextual information.
Arecent study of Myers et al. [9] reports that designers are experiencing difficulties
when designing the behavior of user interfaces. While prototyping the appearance of user
interfaces is straightforward, designing and communicating the behavior is an ongoing
process. Furthermore, the survey revealed designers frequently use sketches and
storyboards.
Currently little tool support is available for storyboarding in multidisciplinary teams.
Demais [10] and IBM Rational Requirements Composer1 focus on storyboards in the
design process of multimedia applications while Denim [11] and Highlight [12] feature
storyboards for web applications. All these tools are developed to describe the behavior of
software or web applications and support a first walkthrough of the future system or
website. The storyboards created using these tools contain mock-ups of UI designs and
their relationships, and thus are designed after the requirements gathering of a future
application.
1

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/library/08/1118_zhuo, last visited 6 January 2009

The ActivityDesigner [13] tool allows storyboarding at the early stages of design. In
this tool, designers can extract activities from concrete scenarios making it possible to
include rich contextual information about everyday lives as scenes. Based on the scenes,
higher level structures and prototypes can be created. The tool we present in this paper
also provides the possibility to build storyboards during the gathering of requirements in
order to facilitate the creation of artefacts at later stages.
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Storyboards

In a UCSE process, a report of a user needs analysis, scenarios and personas are
presented to the entire team after conducting the first user studies. Structuring artefacts
that are written in a narrative style is a complex though important process. All artefacts
created at later stages need to be consistent with these first results. Unfortunately little tool
support is available for the first transition in UCSE processes. This implies that the entire
team needs to verify consistency among the informal results of a user needs analysis and
artefacts created later in the process. A good understanding within the multidisciplinary
team at this point can be crucial for the resulting user experience. We investigate how
storyboards can be used in UCSE processes by a multidisciplinary team.
3.1

Users, activities, devices, context

The professional use of storyboards originates from the film-industry and is getting
introduced in several disciplines such as advertisement and product design [14]. In UCSE
a storyboard can have several meanings. Storyboards can depict manual steps, users
interacting with a product, screen mockups of a new work practice or the link with the
system behind-the-scenes [6]. The focus on visual information renders it highly
comprehensible for any member of the team, independent of their background or role in
the team [14] [15].
In the context of our research, we want to define storyboards as sketches of real life
situations, depicting users carrying out several activities by using devices in a certain
context. An example of a simple storyboard is presented in the center of Fig. 1. Since
storyboards contain a lot of information about the future use of an application, they can be
used to provide a link between a user needs analysis and requirements gathering,
containing functional as well as non-functional requirements. Furthermore, the natural
style of presenting the use of a future system implies this artefact is very comprehensible
for all team members including end users.
Since scenes of a storyboard contain contextual information, they are suitable for the
specification of context-aware applications. This contextual information has to be taken
into account during the entire development process, thus storyboards can contribute to the
evaluation, verification and validation of several stages.

3.2

Bridging the early stages of UCSE processes

The creation of storyboards happens at the early stages of a UCSE process, after the
creation of scenarios and personas. An example storyboard and the interrelationship
between a storyboard and other artefacts are presented in Fig. 1. A storyboard is built by
splitting up the scenario into scenes and presenting the scenes as sketches depicting users
interacting with the future system. Connecting scenes of a storyboard, structures the
narrative information of the scenario. The understandability of storyboards increases the
amount of team members that can collaborate during this phase. Even end-users can be
involved to create or evaluate storyboards.

Fig. 1. A storyboard and its interrelationship with other artefacts in the development process.
Situations and devices in the scenes are extracted from scenarios, while the user information is
extracted from the scenarios as well as the personas. The storyboard is used as input for the creation
of task flow diagrams and the UI designs.

Once all scenes are added to the storyboard, personas and devices can be highlighted in
each individual scene. This enriches the information contained by the storyboard and can
be used to make the transition to other artefacts. Task flow diagrams, presenting user
actions and processes to complete a task, can be produced based on the information in and
the connections between the scenes of the storyboard. At a later stage of the development
process, the storyboard can guide the UI design and development. By carefully
considering the situation of each scene, designers and developers build an application
corresponding to context, requirements and constraints contained by the storyboard.
Interaction designers can use a storyboard to verify that the UI designs take into account
all requirements.
A storyboard also contributes to the preparation of the usability tests. Using
storyboards in UCSE processes increases the visibility of the project. New team members
for instance, can explore the requirements of the project at a glance by looking at the
storyboard.
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Tool support for storyboards

As stated above, storyboards contribute to the development process of software
applications in multidisciplinary teams. When suitable tool support is available for all
team members, storyboards become more powerful and the visibility and traceability of a
project increase.
A literature survey [1] showed there is a need for tools that support UCSE processes in
the early stages of design. Since storyboards are created during the requirements
gathering, storyboarding tools can partly cover transitions between the early stages of
UCSE. Furthermore, storyboards are a very suitable artefact to specify the use of contextaware applications, thus we decided to integrate the tool support for storyboards in the
Gummy [16] GUI builder tool. Gummy supports graphical design of multi-device and
context-aware user interfaces. To enable this, Gummy automatically adapts its workspace
according to the considered target platform and thus allows designers to create user
interfaces for a wide range of devices without having to change their work practices. The
inclusion of storyboards during this design stage better describes the context of a user
interface and provides a more convenient way to describe the intended context-of-use.
This way, the storyboards provide guidelines for the design of the UI.
In the storyboarding extension of Gummy, a team member, e.g. an interaction designer
starts the creation of the storyboard by loading a scenario into the workspace. Following, a
sequence in the scenario can be selected and consequently, a new scene can be created.
The sequence of the scenario is automatically added to the scene as a description, while
the interaction designer can load an image and add a title. The image of the scene can be a
photo of the user observations or a scanned sketch, which encourages designers to sketch
in a creative and informal way [11]. A screenshot of the storyboarding tool is shown in
Fig. 2.

For each scene in a storyboard, team members can add annotations and point out the
personas and devices. When the specifications of a device (e.g. screen size) are included
in the scenes, this information can be considered when the workspace for the UI design is
loaded. The contextual information of the scenes (e.g. sketches presenting the
environment or courses of communication) can be used as guidelines for the UI design
without obstructing the creativity of UI designers.

Fig. 2. A screenshot of the storyboarding extension in Gummy. Scenarios can be loaded on the
left panel. For a selected sequence in the scenario a new scene can be created. A scene can contain
sketches of users interacting with the future system, a title and a description.

By extending existing tool support, the visibility and traceability of UCSE processes
can be enhanced. The storyboard extension makes it possible to include the results of the
first UCSE stages (user needs analysis) and helps to process and structure these narrative
artefacts. Furthermore, a visualization of a scenario by scenes makes it possible to see the
usability requirements at a glance, which improves the communication and efficiency in
the project team.

5

Ongoing and future work

Storyboards are implicitly used in different ways by multidisciplinary teams. This
partly explains the many interpretations of storyboards and reveals the challenges in
developing a storyboarding tool for multidisciplinary teams. In ongoing work we are
carrying out a survey considering the roles in a multidisciplinary team and the tools used
by members of a team. Observations and interviews are organized to investigate current
practices of multidisciplinary teams in industry. Furthermore, storyboards as defined in
this paper are introduced in a multidisciplinary project team and the storyboarding tool
will be evaluated during several iterations.
Based on the findings of these studies, we will fine-tune the features of storyboards and
the relationships between storyboards and other artefacts. As the current version of the
storyboarding tool is intended for individual use, the user studies may also reveal some
expectations of teams regarding a distributed and a collaborative version of the tool.
Furthermore, contextual information and platform specifications can be extracted from the
scenes in a storyboard to guide design of UIs in the Gummy GUI-builder.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we described how storyboards can contribute to UCSE. By sketching
users interacting with a future application, pointing out devices and adding annotations in
the early stages of a UCSE project, these storyboards contain functional and nonfunctional requirements.
Storyboards can contain rich contextual information and are based on an intuitive
notation providing more structure than narrative scenarios of use. We integrated tool
support for the creation and the use of storyboards in the Gummy multi-device GUI
builder. Ongoing and future studies are being carried out to examine the approach of
multidisciplinary teams in industry and to adapt the storyboarding tool according to
current practices.
This new level of tool support can simplify the creation of artefacts at later stages of a
development process and improves the communication within a multidisciplinary team.
The comprehensibility of storyboards allows non-technical team members to be involved
in the first activities of model-based UI development. Consequently, the loss of
information after a user needs analysis will decrease while the visibility and traceability of
a project increase. Storyboards are a common language in multidisciplinary teams, which
contributes to the user experience of the final user interface.
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